Where Are They Now?
A collection of current students and alumni achievements

- Derar Hawatmeh is doing a summer internship at Qorvo in Raleigh.
- Eduardo Rojas is doing a summer internship at Qorvo in Apopka.
- Mohamed Abdin is doing a summer internship at Harris in Melbourne.
- Maria Cordoba recently started working at Qorvo in Apopka.
- Jon O’Brien is completing his PhD while employed at Draper in Boston
- Enrique Gonzalez was a finalist at the iWAT 2016 student paper competition.
- Enrique Gonzalez received an honorable mention from IEEE APA that included a $1,000 grant to go to the conference.
- Timothy Palomo interned with Qorvo twice prior to graduation
- Timothy Palomo now employed at Qorvo
- Abhishek Dey completed an internship with Qorvo
- Sarabh Gupta works for TDK Corporation
- Ahmad Gheethan receive an award from Skyworks
- Ali Gorcin is now an Assistant Professor as Yildiz Technical University
- Ali Gorcin is the Vice President of Informatics and Information Security Advanced Research Center
- Kemal Ozdemir is an Assistant Profess in Istanbul Sehir University
- Kemal Ozdemir received the European Union H2020 Marie Curie Fellowship in 2016
- Ismail Guvenc is an Assistant Professor at Florida International University
- Ismail Guvenc received the Ralph O. Power Award
- Hasari Celebi is an Associate Professor at Gebze Technical University
- Hasari Celebi received the Research Fellow Excellence Award
- Hasari Celebi received the Best Paper Award in International Conference on Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless Networks and Communications (CROWNCOM) Conference, Hannover, Germany in 2009
- Hasari Celebi received the Distinguished Graduate Achievement Award at University of South Florida, USA, 2008.
- Serhan Yarkan is Assistant Professor at Istanbul Commerce University
- Mustafa Cenk Erturk is an Assistant Professor at University of Turkish Aeronautical Association, Institute of Science and Technology
- Hisham Mahmoud works at Apple as a Cellular Power Engineer
- Tevfik Yucek works at Qualcomm as a Senior Staff Engineer
- Mustafa Emin Sahin work at Qualcomm as a Staff modem System Engineer
- Sabih Guzelgoz works at Cavium Inc as a Lead Engineer
- Anas Tom works at Qualcomm as a Senior Wireless Systems Engineer
- Bahadir Celebi works at Intel as a Senior Wireless Development Engineer
- Ertugrul Guvenkaya works at MaxLinear as a Staff Communication Systems Engineer